
L indsay Brin has inspired a group of women who have been 
fans of her Moms Into Fitness workout DVDs in particular the 
Pretty Fierce 60 Day workout series. Nearly 2 years ago a 

group of women from all across the United States and Canada of     
various ages and backgrounds came together with due to the common 
interests of being fit moms and big fans of Lindsay Brin. All of us have 
completed Pretty Fierce Lean Out and Pretty Fierce Weight Loss     
programs so we call ourselves “Pretty Fierce Graduates”. Over the 
course of the last 2 years we have become so much more; we have  
become friends and confidants, daily motivators of active living, big         
encouragers of reaching outside our comfort zones to try achieve new 
levels of fitness and so much more. If it were not for Lindsay Brin we 
never would have come together in our love of fitness and family, and 
for that we are truly grateful for all that Lindsay has done for us in both 
our fitness and in our friendships. Here are just a few of the success 
stories from the Pretty Fierce Graduates, which now boasts over 100 
fierce and amazing women all thanks to the wonderful Lindsay Brin. 

Jessica B. 
After having my 2 boys the Pretty Fierce programs 
helped me lose 100lbs and Lindsay Brin's workouts 
gave me confidence to take up running. I was even 
nominated as Lindsay Brin’s first “Mom of the Month”. I 
have since run numerous distances and races pushing 
both my boys in a double stroller and have recently run 
my first Full Marathon and Spartan Race Ultra Beast.  

Alissa B. 
Lindsay Brin changed my life. I completed both Pretty 
Fierce programs then got pregnant with #2. I faithfully 
did her prenatal workouts until the day before I went 
into labor. I started her Bootcamp 2 and never 
missed a single workout.  At just over 5 months PP 
now and staring down at my 35th birthday, I feel like I 
am really becoming the person/woman/mom I am 
meant to be.  



Megan B.  
I've always been a runner and into working out, but it 
wasn't until after having my first baby that I found     
Lindsay Brin and can truly say that she has changed my 
entire way of working out! I have pretty much gotten my 
body back and have become a stronger, faster runner 
and discovered weights and the importance of them in 
my life! Lindsay is very inspiring and I thank you!!!   

Maria C. 
I first discovered Lindsay Brin when I was pregnant with 
my baby #1 and followed her prenatal workouts     
throughout my 3 pregnancies.  Being an active Mom and 
Fitness Instructor I was ecstatic to be accepted into the 
R&D group for Pretty Fierce Lean Out when I was 4.5 
months postpartum with baby #3. Since then I have 
earned more fitness certifications and have hosted        
numerous fitness fundraisers. I am so grateful to Lindsay 
for  being an amazing role model, and for providing some 
of the best workouts I have ever done.   

Amanda D. 
I didn't find LB until 4 years after my youngest of 4 
children was born. I had exercised for years but 
without a lot of results. I had never done anything 
like a Lindsay Brin workout but I was hooked from 
the get go. I still cannot believe how it transformed 
my body and my mindset!  

Kelsey B. 
I started Postnatal Bootcamp after baby #3 and 
really lost the rest with Pretty Fierce Lean Out. I 
constantly remember "progress, not perfect" and 
am happy to be stronger than ever and at a stable 
weight! Thanks Lindsay Brin for giving us a great 
role model....someone who is down to earth,       
focuses on overall health, and is a fitness BEAST! 
My hope is that my kids know how to BE healthy 
because that is what they see in me! At least they 
know how to flex.   



Jessica F. 
Before Postnatal Slimdown, I had never been a  regular 
exerciser. Following that program gave me the discipline 
and results I needed to make fitness a regular part of 
my life. With Lean Out I got in the best shape of my life, 
either pre- or post- baby . Since then I have maintained 
my body and dedication to fitness that I honestly never 
thought would be possible for me to attain. Without  
Lindsay Brin that never would have happened.  

Sarah F. 
Finding the Pretty Fierce programs completely changed 
how I approached fitness. Lindsay Brin made exercising 7 
days a week somehow seem manageable, even in the 
midst of working and parenting 2 little ones. Completing 
these programs gave me confidence that I can find time 
to exercise, even when it seems difficult. It has helped me 
to be healthier, less critical of myself, and try to be a good 
fitness role model for my kids including doing two family 
5K races this summer. 

Heather G. 
I found Lindsay Brin’s pregnancy DVD's when I was 
pregnant with baby #1. I fell in love with her        
workouts! I love that she is a mom just like all of us 
and is so real. I love Lindsay Brin and recommend 
her to everyone. I even did a fun color race 4 months 
after baby #2 (that’s me on the right.) 

Kristie H. 
I discovered Lindsay Brin with Bootcamp 2 which I did 
after baby #1 and again after baby #2. I had never been 
a regular exerciser but was ready to lose the last bit of 
baby weight. I completed multiple rounds of the Pretty 
Fierce programs including the running hybrids. I loved 
how weight training made me run faster and even 
shaved 12 minutes off my half marathon time from the 
previous year. I recommend Lindsay to everyone. She is 
real and she works! She made me a fit mom!  



Cynthia H. 
Before getting Lindsay Brin’s postnatal DVDs I had 
never done a fitness video or exercise class (outside of 
dreading gym class as a kid). The slim down videos 
helped me lose weight and gain strength. Lean Out 
gave me so much confidence, also endurance and 
weight loss. For the first time in my life I feel truly     
comfortable in my skin and don't want to gain or lose 
weight!   

Rachel M. 
I want to have a picture of my boys and I doing 
push ups together. If it weren't for Lindsay Brin I 
might still be doing them on my knees and my 
boys wouldn't know how strong women could 
be.  

Amy M. 
So thrilled I discovered Lindsay Brin after Googling 
"losing baby weight after c-section". Lindsay's Postnatal 
Boot Camp 1 & 2 helped me lose the 90 pounds of  
combined baby weight from two back-to-back           
pregnancies. I've been maintaining my weight and   
muscle tone with huge thanks to Lindsay's Pretty Fierce 
programs. As a SAHM, working out at home has now 
become a wonderful routine for four years strong (prior 
to babies I did not exercise regularly at all).   

Christie P. 
When I started Pretty Fierce Weight Loss I remember 
Lindsay challenging me to work out for 3 weeks straight. 
I thought, “No way. Not possible.” But I did it and loved 
the program. I followed it with Lean Out and that       
program really whipped me into shape. I think I am     
doing pretty well after four kids. I now workout almost 
daily exclusively at home, and I am not afraid to lift 
heavy thanks to Lindsay Brin!  



Nichole S. 
Before doing Pretty Fierce Lean Out, I would never 
have thought I would become a runner. However, the 
fitness test inspired me to try to run a 5K. Afterwards I 
did a 10K, a bunch of Half Marathons, and just       
completed my first full Marathon in November. Lean 
Out gave me the endurance and confidence I needed,  
not to mention a strong body. Thanks Lindsay!!!!  

Katie S. 
Lindsay Brin helped me get into the best shape 
ever at 35 after my first 3 kids! After multiple rounds 
of the Pretty Fierce programs, I was strong, I felt 
good, and I wore a bikini. I recently had baby boy 
#4 and I can NOT wait to get her workouts started 
again so I can chase all my boys!  

Susan S. 
I found Lindsay Brin on Pinterest, read her blogs and 
took a chance and ordered both Pretty Fierce           
programs. Lindsay Brin’s programs helped me go from 
a size 6 to a size 2!! I haven't worn a size 2 since my 
oldest was a baby, which was 16 years ago!! This year I 
only wore a bikini at the beach instead of a mom suit all 
because of a pin on Pinterest two years ago! Thank 
you Lindsay! 

Dana S. 
I have loved Lindsay Brin since I used her videos after 
my babies, but the Pretty Fierce programs took it to a 
new level. Now fitness is a daily part of my life. I have 
run a half marathon, can do lots of push ups, and this 
amazing "graduate" community inspires me daily!  



Larissa T. 
I discovered Lindsay's Bootcamp 2 and CFS Method 
after delivering my twins. After getting hooked, I moved 
on to her Pretty Fierce programs. Thanks to Lindsay I 
actually felt stronger post-kids than pre-kids. Working 
out became something I enjoyed. I never worked out 
before having kids, and now it is my "Me Time." Never 
did I think I would feel confident again to wear a two 
piece, which this past summer while preggo with #3!  

Lori T. 
Pretty Fierce Lean Out was the first program I 
ever followed to the end. It changed my body in 
ways nothing else ever had and it made me 
more comfortable with the idea of being strong 
rather than just skinny. I recommend the        
program to everyone who talks to me about      
fitness. I love Lindsay Brin!  

Bronwen W. 
I discovered Lindsay Brin after baby #1. I had been an 
on and off runner and gym exerciser, but her 60 Day 
Slimdown got me in the best shape ever. I did her    
prenatal workouts with baby #2. I got he Pretty Fierce 
programs and have been working out regularly since. I 
am down to a weight I have not been in about 7 years 
and stronger than ever. I can now do push-ups on my 
toes easily and did my first Tough Mudder this summer.  

Sarah T. 
Lindsay has pushed my fitness level exponentially: 
I've lost lbs, inches, and sizes, but more importantly 
I've gained endurance, flexibility, strength, and   
confidence. Fitness is not a hobby or a goal         
anymore; it is part of my every day life. I used the 
Pretty Fierce Weight Loss Hybrid to train for my first 
half marathon. Lindsay made me actually *like*  
running.  



Erika Y. 
I completed multiple Lindsay Brin programs after baby 
#2 and got down to pre-baby #1 weight. Following 
Pretty Fierce Lean Out I weigh less than I did in        
college. I never used to run but I now enjoy getting out 
for a run and have done numerous 5k races. I have 
been able to maintain my weight for the past 2 years. I 
am now doing another round of PFLO and continuing 
with PFXXX after that.  

T hank you Lindsay Brin for all of your Moms Into Fitness    
workouts and for bringing us all together. We have all been 
inspired in some way by your workouts and your life as a fit 

and busy mom. You are a Success Story to us and it inspires us to 
achieve our own success stories. We are moms in love with fitness 
and you have played a big role in that.  


